momentum progress report
embarking on a new era of climate leadership 2021

climate solutions
accelerating the transition to our clean energy future
WE CAN DO THIS.
AND TOGETHER
WE WILL.

Reflections on the accomplishments of the past year and our vision for the bright future we are creating. Together.

In this report: incredible achievements, dynamic partnerships, unflagging optimism

Keep reading to find out:
What’s a gorilla got to do with joy?
Climate Solutions’ theory of change is built upon a few key concepts:

• The **Pacific Northwest is a leadership region**, one positioned to put in place cutting-edge policies, programs, and partnerships that not only make our corner of the world a healthier and more beautiful place, but in combination with actions with other states—especially our neighbors—adds up to globally significant impact.

• That **strong public policy is central to climate progress**—especially policies that can be replicated not just in our region but also elsewhere.

• **Public policy and private sector innovation are partners in progress to create scalable climate solutions.**

• Leading with **racial justice is central** to our work.

In 2017, when we launched our last strategic plan, we saw opportunities to turbo charge our efforts and make groundbreaking progress—for a more stable climate, to scale equitable solutions, and to address long-term inequities in our society from the impacts of a fossil fuel dependent economy. We set an ambitious vision and laid out some very big goals,

*continued on next page*

There is an ever-growing positive loop between strong public policy, innovations, and the ambitions of what is possible for policymakers to pass.
most importantly that our region could be the first in the nation to get to 100% clean electricity.

The results are stunning. The Pacific Northwest now has in place some of the strongest climate policies of any states in the nation, ones that focus both on cutting climate pollution and deeply embedding a commitment to racial equity and good jobs.

In the past two years, Oregon and Washington have both passed national models for 100% clean electricity.

We now have a clean fuels coast along the Pacific from British Columbia to California, with powerful Clean Fuel standards in place that will drive down pollution from our largest sources—transportation—and ramp up solutions like electric cars and vans and more sustainable biofuels in harder to get sectors like aviation and maritime. Just last month Oregon and then Washington joined California in actions to require more clean trucks on the road and we expect several other states to soon follow.

Our states will make needed investments in communities by especially prioritizing resources to benefit overburdened communities. We have an incredibly innovative, second-in-the-nation cap and invest program in Washington State.

And the list goes on.

While we are immensely proud of those accomplishments, we have a keen understanding that action in the Northwest alone is wholly insufficient to make a dent in a global threat like climate change. It is only when our actions are coupled with others—our federal government,

Our region is the first in the nation to say yes to 100% clean electricity.
When our actions are coupled with others taken by states, cities, businesses, and more that impact starts to truly matter. And those actions are happening.

Our work is not done. And while we still have to catch up to the climate math, any policy cannot be the quest—as we also need more folks desiring, not fearing, their lives off fossil fuels.

These wins validate the power of our theory of change and inspire us to do even more. The work ahead includes making sure that the policies that we have already passed, and the investments in solutions now committed, result in real progress in communities that equitably cut climate pollution and accrue benefits to all—especially to Black, Indigenous and people of color and others who have suffered the worst impacts of climate change for far too long.

We need to do way more, and especially to cut pollution from the single largest growing source: methane (or “so-called natural”) gas in our buildings. We need to partner ever more closely with environmental justice organizations, labor unions, and allies in other states to continue to build a network of scaled success that adds up.

Our organization must listen and learn, co-create partnerships and nurture an expansive movement calling for and creating even bigger positive change. We can build on this momentum to get to a better place for everyone. We need to. We still have a window of time.

We can do this, and together we will.

Gregg Small
Executive Director
WE HAVE A CLEAN FuELS COAST!
A big thing happened this year! In May of 2021, Washington State joined California, Oregon and British Columbia by passing a Clean Fuel Standard, thereby creating one of the largest clean fuels markets in the world. With Washington finally adopting this program, there is now a clean fuels coast stretching from the Yukon to the border with Mexico.

The Clean Fuel Standard requires dirty fuel producers to sell a cleaner product or invest in clean, low-carbon choices such as electricity and local, sustainable biofuels to power our transportation. Thanks to these investments, clean fuels producers and fleet operators will be able to further expand clean fuels production and use. Utilities must invest credits they receive from clean electricity being used as a fuel into further transportation electrification, with targeted investments in communities overburdened by air pollution. Now it will be easier to power more vehicles big and small with clean fuel sources.

The transportation sector produces nearly half of Washington’s climate pollution and until now the Legislature had yet to take significant action to address that problem. Two-thirds of Washington voters have consistently supported the policy but it took a large coalition and four years to pass the Clean Fuel Standard; jurisdictions around us have had the policy in place for years.

We all won this victory through the effort of hundreds of organizations, local elected officials and jurisdictions, health associations and hospitals, small businesses, unions, faith leaders and advocacy groups that joined the Clean Fuels Now coalition and took action over the multi-year campaign.
continued from previous page

And the legislators heard from the people! For the 2021 legislative session, Climate Solutions and our partners generated over 5,000 petition signers supporting clean fuels from over 250 cities and towns and 38 out of Washington’s 39 counties, along with dozens of leaders and experts testifying at multiple hearings. Together, we voiced strong support for clean fuels. The transition will cut transportation pollution, protect public health, and give a boost to low-carbon alternatives to be able to compete in a monopolized fossil fuel market.

Washington’s victory comes on the heels of Clean Fuels progress in Oregon. In 2020, Governor Kate Brown expanded the Oregon Clean Fuel Program into the most ambitious initiative of its kind in the country. The progress in both Washington and Oregon was supported by partners in neighboring states and nationally, who lent their support knowing that with long-lasting Clean Fuels programs we can all breathe easier.

Washington completing the Clean Fuels coast is an incredible win for our climate, our lungs, and our local economy.

FROM FRYERS TO FUELS!

As a part of the Clean Fuels Now campaign, we put together an incredible public education partnership with sustainable biofuels companies and dozens of local restaurants to showcase how restaurants around the region are doing something about climate change. Restaurants partner with biofuels producers to turn their used cooking oil into clean-burning transportation fuel.

We promoted more than 50 local restaurants across Western Washington and encouraged customers to support these small businesses who are part of the circular clean-energy economy—especially important as many were hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. When you support these restaurants, you’re helping to cut climate and air pollution from vehicles.
PNW: First region to say yes to 100% clean electricity.
Three years ago, we set out a vision that the Pacific Northwest could be the first region in the country to have 100% clean electricity.

We did it!

We’re the first region to make that commitment and pass the laws to make it happen.

At the very end of June 2021, the Oregon Legislature passed one of the strongest and most equitable 100% clean grid laws in the country.

Oregon’s law also institutes a first-in-the-nation ban on building new fossil fuel power plants and the expansion of existing ones (including gas plants) in the state. Oregon’s 100% clean energy bill was championed by a broad coalition led by and prioritizing the voices and needs of environmental justice and frontline communities.

Oregon now joins Washington State who two years ago passed the Clean Energy Transformation Act, a policy that is one of the strongest in the country for transitioning the grid to be carbon-free while prioritizing environmental justice and good paying jobs.

The Pacific Northwest continues to lead the way to a 100% clean future that embraces environmental justice and good paying jobs.

The Pacific Northwest is helping create more momentum to accelerate the transition to 100% clean electricity (most recently Illinois!).
Meredith Connolly, Climate Solutions; Sam Desue, TriMet; Maria Pope, PGE; Etta Lockey, PacifiCorp celebrating all electric transit

The path to a 100% Clean Economy

1. 100% clean electric grid
2. Electrify cars, buses, and heavy trucks
3. Clean fuels for the rest
4. Maximize energy efficient, all-electric buildings
STATES AND TERRITORIES COMMITTED TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY

- Arizona
- California
- Colorado
- Connecticut
- Hawaii
- Illinois
- Louisiana
- Maine
- Massachusetts
- Minnesota
- Nevada
- New Jersey
- New Mexico
- New York
- Oregon
- Puerto Rico
- Rhode Island
- Virginia
- Washington
- Washington DC
- Wisconsin
THREE YEARS OF VICTORIES

2019

WA Clean Energy Transformation Act
WA Clean Buildings Act
Super Pollutants (HFCs) Phaseout in WA
Green Transportation Package in WA
WA permanent ban on fracking
WA Healthy Environment for All (HEAL) Proviso
OR TriMet transit agency commitment to 100% clean

Following Super Pollutant Phaseout
Finally for real: no more coal export projects
Progress on phasing fossil gas out of buildings (Seattle, Multnomah County, etc)
2020

OR Governor Brown Enacts Major Climate Executive Order

OR Doubles Clean Fuel Standard

WA Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate

Updated WA’s Greenhouse Gas pollution reduction goals

2021

WA Climate Commitment Act

WA Clean Fuel Standard

WA HEAL Act

OR 100% Clean Energy for All

OR: Electric Vehicle (EV) incentives and EV-ready building codes

OR and WA Advanced Clean Truck Rules

OR Climate Protection Program (“cap and reduce” regulation)

Follow up Super Pollutant Phaseout

Finally for real: no more coal export projects in the Pacific Northwest

Progress on phasing fossil gas out of buildings (Seattle, Multnomah County, etc)
Washington Legislature charts ‘new beginning’ in climate change fight

*InvestigateWest*, May 3, 2021

State lawmakers approve bill that aims to get Oregon to 100% clean energy by 2040

*HuffPost Impact*, June 26, 2021

Oregon weighs clean truck rules to cut diesel pollution

*The Oregonianian*, November 16, 2021
Washington Legislature charts 'new beginning' in climate change fight
InvestigateWest, May 3, 2021

State lawmakers approve bill that aims to get Oregon to 100% clean energy by 2040
HuffPost Impact, June 26, 2021

Oregon adds ambitious clean energy bill
kgw.com, July 28, 2021

Oregon weighs clean truck rules to cut diesel pollution
The Oregonian, November 16, 2021

Washington joins Oregon, California, British Columbia in passing low-carbon fuel standard
NW News Network, April 27, 2021
LANDMARK VICTORIES IN OREGON
After two historic partisan walkouts denying the Legislature a quorum, there was meaningful climate progress from Salem this year in addition to passing 100% clean electricity into law.

We made tremendous progress passing bills that will help more Oregonians switch to electric vehicles and build out more of the infrastructure needed to power electric cars, trucks, buses and more. Our Clean and Just Transportation Network coalition partners advanced a suite of equitable electric vehicle (EV) policies. We secured the extension of EV incentives which doubles the amount for low income families and direct utilities to invest more money upfront in EV charging of all kinds. We also secured EV-ready Building Codes, which will amend state building codes to require new housing developments to furnish electrical hook-ups and service capacity to ease the future installation process for EV charging stations. Oregon has also committed to EV adoption by the state itself, which moves up the date that Oregon agencies are required to purchase zero emission vehicles.

Other important bills successfully championed by the Oregon Clean Energy Opportunity coalition (along with 100% Clean), new laws were passed that will help ensure low-income families have stable, affordable energy bills and healthy, weatherized homes. These are critical parts of Oregon’s equitable transition to a clean energy-powered economy.

Reducing climate pollution coming from homes and other buildings remains a top priority. The centerpiece
of this effort in 2021 was House Bill 2398, otherwise known as the “Reach code” bill. It would have offered Oregon municipalities the choice to adopt building codes with more robust energy efficiency standards, thus reducing climate pollution generated by new-construction buildings. While the Legislature failed to pass the Reach Code bill, other policies ensuring incentives for solar and energy efficiency in existing buildings and industry and more energy-efficient new appliances did pass. It is clear that **tackling climate pollution in Oregon’s built environment remains unfinished business** and will be a major area of focus for us in future legislative sessions.

At the local level, Climate Solutions has worked for years with the Portland, OR metro area transit agency TriMet on efforts to transition its public transit system to be zero emissions. **TriMet is currently the largest purchaser of diesel fuel in Oregon**, operating over 700 diesel-powered vehicles, including buses, paratransit, and support vehicles. Now, in 2021, **TriMet has committed to using all renewable diesel instead of petroleum diesel for their fleet as they transition to 100% zero emission buses by 2040**. Coupled with TriMet’s switch to 100% renewable electricity in June 2021, running buses on renewable diesel will cut TriMet’s climate pollution by more than 57% within a year’s time. With that, we expect to avoid more than 149 million pounds of greenhouse gas emissions a year (more than 53 million pounds due to renewable electricity and nearly 96 million pounds due to renewable diesel). That’s the equivalent of taking 14,693 cars off the road.

**Climate Solutions also scored a major local victory for clean, climate-friendly buildings.** On April 15th, 2021, Multnomah County Commissioners unanimously approved a resolution that will ensure all new county buildings—including county libraries, courthouses and community centers—are built to be fossil-free and utilize 100% clean and renewable energy. Dozens of organizations joined Climate Solutions to advocate for this action, including representatives from labor, public health, building experts, environmental justice groups and climate organizations.
Climate change impacts are being felt across the country and any further delay in climate action will only make the impacts worse. **These past years, we've seen firsthand the impacts of how climate change affects the Pacific Northwest.** We’ve experienced increased temperatures, dealt with rising seas, and suffered from historic, apocalyptic wildfires. I am honored to chair the board of Climate Solutions who is working to promote bold steps needed to avoid further climate catastrophe.

Working closely with community partners, Climate Solutions has led efforts in Oregon and Washington on climate action while building the new clean energy economy and addressing systemic inequities. We know that climate solutions are not complete without addressing the current inequities that exist in our systems. As we build a clean energy economy, **we can build a system that protects the health and well-being of all communities and creates well-paying, local jobs.**

Together, we can take the steps needed to avoid further climate catastrophe.

**Jackie Dingfelder is board president of Climate Solutions. Jackie previously served as both a state representative and state senator in Oregon along with a long career as an environmental planner in public, private and nonprofit sectors.**
LANDMARK VICTORIES
IN WASHINGTON
In addition to finally enacting a Clean Fuel Standard, one of the most significant advances this year was the **Washington Legislature passing the Climate Commitment Act (CCA) which establishes a firm statewide cap on climate pollution, covering 75% of all emissions in the state.** We are now the second state with an economy-wide cap on climate pollution, and the **very first to commit to cutting emissions by 95%, one of the most ambitious binding targets in the world.** The CCA will dedicate $5.2 billion to cutting transportation pollution; most of that will support transit, bike and pedestrian infrastructure, and electrification. The CCA will also create an air quality monitoring network to safeguard and improve air quality, and at least 35% of investments will be directed to overburdened communities, ten percent dedicated to projects sponsored by tribal nations, and $250 million will aid in relocating tribal communities threatened by sea level rise. To pass the bill, we partnered with the WA Black Lives Matter Alliance, WA Build Back Black Alliance, the Sheet Metal workers workers, workers from IBEW, SEIU, and Washington Federation of State Employees. We deepened work with the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians, along with other tribal leaders that raised their voices and demanded action, as well as our environmental partners including our friends at Washington Environmental Council, The Nature Conservancy, the Low Carbon Prosperity Institute, and so many other nonprofits, businesses, and individuals.

In 2021 Washington continued to advance strong climate policies that also create family wage jobs.
There is more work left to do.
Governor Inslee vetoed provisions in the CCA requiring tribal consent for projects funded with carbon dollars. It’s imperative to restore similar provisions, recognizing the historic role of tribal governments in stewarding our natural resources and their deep knowledge in this space. We will follow the lead of tribal nations in addressing this essential component of the law.

The Washington Legislature needs to invest in our transportation system by increasing funding for transit, investing in safe and accessible infrastructure for walking and biking, accelerating electrification, removing fish passage barriers—a moral and legal obligation to Tribal Nations—and fixing dangerous roads. For too long we have deeply underfunded these aspects of our transportation system and it is past time to make sure everyone can move around in ways that are safe, accessible, and climate-friendly.

There was progress in our communities to get off gas and move to all electric.

In February 2021, the Seattle City Council passed an ordinance to end most uses of fossil fuels in new commercial and large multifamily buildings, which sets the stage for future local policies that apply to all residential buildings. Also in February, the Seattle School Board committed to 100% clean by 2040 eliminating all use of fossil fuels in district electricity, heating, cooling, cooking, and transportation. They also resolved to halt constructing new buildings with fossil fuel infrastructure and to choose clean/electric appliances for renovations and replacements. Students, educators, parents, and community advocacy groups, including the Sierra Club and Climate Solutions worked together for school resolutions. Over 100 people (89% of them first-time engagers with Climate Solutions) signed our petition to the Seattle School Board to commit to this measure.
In March, Climate Solutions advocates in Tacoma sent 130 emails to the Tacoma mayor and city council asking them to address the climate and health crisis by putting forward a policy to stop using fossil fuels in new construction. Then, on April 20, 2021, Tacoma City Council passed a resolution committing to constructing all new municipal buildings without fossil fuels, and commissioning an impact assessment study on how to expand this citywide to all new residential and commercial buildings in the future. In coordination with Stand.Earth, we’ve also convened and been co-facilitating a monthly working group for local government staff from jurisdictions that are interested in building electrification, with more than 15 jurisdictions represented.

**These hard-won efforts are motivated by the idea that tackling the climate crisis can help us create good jobs, it must advance the cause of racial justice, and it must begin to redress past harms and prevent future ones.**

**Coming soon:**
more clean electric garbage trucks, school buses and delivery vans in neighborhoods all over the region!
THE BIGGEST SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUE OF OUR LIFETIMES
I have now worked over half my life on climate change and 12 of those years have been at Climate Solutions. And in that passage of time, I can see we are absolutely helping lead the way on climate action by focusing on the mission critical work at the state and local levels, with impact far beyond our region. This next year will be among the most critical and consequential in this decades-long global effort to address the climate crisis, the biggest social justice issue of our lifetimes. There is momentum now for truly transformative climate solutions and at the scale that is needed. It’s almost as if the rock I received at the People’s Climate March in NYC is rolling down a hill, gaining strength and force and momentum with every turn. It’s a reminder of my grounded commitment to this work, and how much more can – and will – happen to stop fossil fuel pollution. These historic policies in Oregon and Washington, that you’ll learn more about in this Progress Report, are wins for our climate, our families, our economy, and provide a blueprint for what is possible nationally and internationally. We need to protect every inch of progress that we have made. There is more work to do. Thank you for your support of Climate Solutions and continuing the momentum for climate action.

Savittha Reddy Pathi, Deputy Director
FOSTERING EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT
It can feel complicated to explain the solutions and policies to cut climate pollution and accelerate clean energy solutions. Conversations are often peppered with jargon and acronyms and it can be hard to understand and if we listen to the fossil fuel industry solutions can sound expensive, unreliable or too far away.

Our communications and engagement team works with our state policy staff and program staff to figure out effective and meaningful ways to break down the problems and solutions into simpler terms, help educate folks on the policies, address the hard questions and provide good answers. We also help strategize on communications to advance the policies, and conduct outreach with community leaders, organizations and individuals for the greater purpose of inspiring more people to do more things more often for climate action.

This year we have been offering even more ways for folks to get involved and do something for the climate. We expanded our texting program as a new channel to communicate with over 1,200 folks. We’ve also been cultivating a new “super advocates” email list for activists to join who are individuals who consistently raise their hands to take key actions, elevate their voices to help influence public policy and create better outcomes for more solutions and to take a pledge to have a climate conversation with someone.

During the legislative session our activists sent over 2,400 messages to

acting on climate creates social change too—join in!

continued on next page
Our virtual Climate Leaders Live! webinar speaker series showcased leaders from the Biden cabinet to tribal leadership. In all, we have been honored to raise up the voices of 13 remarkable leaders in 2021. Each shared their insights and profoundly affected our perspectives as we face the work that lies ahead for the climate movement. Over 500 people have attended a Climate Leaders Live! webinar since we began the monthly series in 2020. Moving forward, we plan to continue hosting Climate Leaders Live! webinars at least once a quarter, and as relevant topics arise.

continued from previous page

legislators asking for action on climate now! We also conducted virtual “post-card” writing sessions (even getting Governor Inslee to join us!) and held virtual rallies. We kept the momentum going this summer as our sights and hopes turned to Washington, D.C. Over 1,000 folks sent 4,500 messages to
the members of Congress from 44 states. Finally, we’ve been rounding out the year by asking our activists to pledge to talk about climate in their circles of influence and we provided training on how to write letters to the editor.

**We are doing deeper planning to have technology meet our mission**, and made the transition to a new technology engagement platform, Salsa Engage, to enable the Climate Solutions team to create and distribute compelling emails, text alerts, and social media posts to supporters and advocates. By integrating our petitions, sign-up forms and targeted actions with our mass communication channels we can easily segment our messages to relevant audiences and analyze the results of our engagement efforts in real time. This year, we’ve engaged over 16,000 supporters, about 60% of our overall audience list, in 180 targeted email sends to segmented audiences. Over 3,000 advocates have taken action with Climate Solutions this year, with over 2,000 petition signatures gathered and 8,400 targeted messages sent to elected officials. Over 2,500 new subscribers have joined our audience email communications list so far this year.
The recognition of intersectionality—how a fight for cleaner air, better health, and reduction of fossil fuels cannot be achieved without also addressing racial injustice and inequity—is a long time coming. We are not the first to recognize the need to lead with a racial equity lens in our work and we are at the very beginning of our journey. Climate Solutions’ efforts to deepen and strengthen our organization’s commitment to racial justice in the climate movement and beyond, are focused both on internal and personal transformation, as well as structural changes to our operations and external coalition work. We know we have a lot of work to do, and especially a lot of listening. We continue to create spaces for dialogue about our individual and organizational responses to racism and efforts to be anti-racist. We are hopeful that we can and we will embrace a new way of seeing and doing our work that creates space for dialogue, growth, and profound shift in our action. We recognize our commitment to racial justice is a journey, but we know it is inseparable from our effort to bring about a climate-stable world.
“We have been doing this since the 1850’s. This is not just the last 25 years. The treaties that our governments, our Tribal Nations secured with the U.S. were environmental protection laws. You talk about Salmon, protecting salmon. You talk about protecting the elk and the deer, the foods, the roots, the berries, the land, and the water. All of those are what we fought for over seven generations ago.

So, when people talk about the environmental movement and all these folks that have done and been involved, we understand it, we support it, and we love it. We are happy that we’re finally being joined by fellow Americans in this battle that we have been doing almost exclusively for 165 years and even longer on the East Coast. It is very welcome support, and we are very pleased to see a whole generation of people being educated about the environmental movement and where it came from.”

—Don Sampson, Climate Change Project Director for the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians and Climate Solutions board member
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Our work is illuminated by our shared values
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for more information: climatesolutions.org/about-us/our-values
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2021 continued to be a challenging time for everyone in the world in so many ways. Yet we also found ways to spot joy and wanted to share those here in these pages. enJOY and spot some joy too!

Climate Solutions’ board and staff would like to express our deep gratitude for the continued commitment and support from the following individuals, foundations, corporations, and organizations whose gifts given between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 2020 made our work possible. Special thanks to our technology vendors for helping ease the transition to virtual events in 2020 and 2021.
There are many ways to support Climate Solutions, like making a stock donation, a distribution from your IRA, or a gift from your donor advised fund. For information, contact our Development Team at development@climatesolutions.org or visit www.climatesolutions.org/engage/ways-give.

*Received from partner organizations as portion of larger campaign funding.*
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Floyd & Judy Rogers
Fran Solomon
Frances Merenda
Frank Greer & Stephanie Solien
Gabe Aeschliman
Gabe Boeckman
Gabriela McTyier

Gail Galbreath-Sheredy
Gary & Wendy Kaplan
Gary Lindstrom
Gaurab Bansal
Genevieve Schultz
Geoff Bastian
Geoffrey Glenn
George & Karen Bray
George Blossom
George Buckmaster
Getty Images
Gideon Rosenblatt
Gifford & Libba Pinchot
Gil Wistar
Gino Borland
Girl Scout Troop 42880
Google
Greater Manhattan Community Foundation
Heather Wichman Marx
Hee Yon Sohng & Laurie Carlsson
Heleina Iris Favoreal
Hendrik Van Hemert
The Hendrix Foundation
Heritage Bank Olympia
Hewlett Packard
Hilla Landau Tahery
Hoby & Lynn Douglass
Holly McHugh
Holly Townes
Hooks-Ferrari Charitable Gift Fund
Horizons Foundation
Howard & Mary Sharfstein
Howard Frumkin
Howard Rosenfeld & Heather McPherson
ImpactAssets, donor advised
Ingman-Doyle family
Irene Basloe Saraf & Tal Saraf
Isaac West
Jabe Blumenthal & Julie Edsforth
Jack Rosenfeld
Jack Tomkinson
Jack Whisner
Jackie Dingfelder
Jacob Keith
Jacob Mihalak
Jacob Moore
Jacob Trbovich
Jacqueline Martin
Jacqueline Trillo
Jacques Michel & Alex Asbury
The joy of baby backpacks!
Ab, Aya “Byrdie,” and Stephanie Noren
Joel Sisolak & Julie Watts
Joëlle Robinson
John & Maria Bliss
John Aitchison
John DeMarco
John Haskin
John Maclean
John McGarry & Michelle Wernli
John Schmidt
John Shorb
John Zmolek & Jerry Jutting
Jon Lee
Jon Shirley
Jonathan Harrington
Jonathon & Pamela Turlove

Jose Riesco
Jose Tapia-Ruiz
Joseph & Cindy Stark Reid
Joseph Pulichino
Joseph Walvatne
Joshua Lopez
Joshua McEwen
Joy Barlow
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
JT Cardwell
Judith Cobb
Julie Trisler
Jun Gu
Juniper Networks
Kaho Chan
Kamuron Gurol
Kara & Joey Harvin
Kara Ceriello
Karen Brown & William Kendra
Karen Fries
Karen Joy Fletcher
Karen Kubota
Karen Lezon
Karin & Jonathan Larson
Karissa Smith
Kate Brady
Kate Puech
Katerra

Katha Dalton
Katharyn Alvord Gerlich
Katherine Dugas
Katherine Falcone
Katherine Woolverton
Kathleen Emmett
Kathleen Hebert
Kathleen J Whitson
Kathleen Judd & Colleen Kennedy
Kathleen Landay
Kathleen Malley
Kathleen Pierce
Katia Blackburn
Katie Staggs
Kayla Rothenbueler
Keith Rush
Keith Ward & Carolyn Cunningham
Keith Wilson
Kelli Turner
Ken Lederman
Ken Wickman
Keshia Link
Ketzia Garcia
Kevin Connolly & Rachel Brooks
Kevin Malone
Kevin Varner
Kim Siegfried
Kimberly & Harvey Bowen
Kimberly D A Hallman
Kimberly Larson
King County Department of Natural Resources & Parks
Knoll Lowney & Barbara Flye

The joy of biking!
Leah Missik
Kobi Yamada & Heidi Wills
Konnie Toth
Kristen & Jim Collins-Laine
Kristen Shemory
Kristen Winn
Kristi & Tom Weir
Kristi England
Kristina Ingham
Kurt DelBene
Kyle Cruver
Kyle Diesner
Kyle Freeman
Kyle Kamins
Laird Norton Wealth Management
Langdon Marsh
Lara Littlefield
Larry Phillips
Lars & Eva Johansson
Laura & Chris Fisher
Laura Petrucelli
Laura Schleyer
Lauren Hartzell Nichols
Laurie & Chris Johnson
Laurie & Ginger Goble-Van Diest
Lee Ann Gekas
Lee Vogstad
Lenny Young
Liam Lavery & Yazmin Mehdi
Liam Ye Li
Liberty Mutual
Liliana Sanmiguel
Lilo Campeau
Lincoln Ferris & Margaret Ferris
Linda & David Cornfield
Linda Craker
Linda Ganzini
Linda Zhang
Lindsay Roitman
Lindsey Winter
Lisa Adatto
Lisa Ball
Lisa Crutchfield
Lisa Rolczynski
Lisa Sali
Lisa Smith
Lloyd Herman
Lori Bostain
Lucy Gaskill-Gaddis & Terry Gaddis
Luke Moore & Pamela Ellis
Luke Steele
Lumen Technologies, Inc. (fka CenturyLink)
Lynn Baker-Greenwood
Lynn Hubbard & David Zapolsky
Madeline Moore
Magda Guillen
Majora J Carter
Mandy Brown
Mara Gross
Maradel Krummel Gale
Marc & Maud Daudon
Marc N. Weiss
Marcia Rutan
Marcia Williams
Margaret Shield
Marguerite Kondracke
Maria Ehsan
Maria Groen
Maria Victoria & David Peeler
Mariann Nagy
Marie & Michael DeBell
Marina Skarbovsky
Marina Zuetell
Marjorie Wenrich
Mark Barbieri
Mark D. Blitzer
Mark Greenfield
Mark Greenfield LLC
Mark Juedeman

The joy of science!
Savitha Reddy Pathi
The joy of hiking with dogs!
Vee Paykar and Bones

Mark Reddington & Cary Moon
Mark Santarsiero
Martens Bash Foundation
Martha Groom
Martha Kongsgaard & Peter Goldman
Martha Wyckoff & Jerry Tone
Martin-Fabert Foundation
Marty Bishop
Mary Berman
Mary Bond & Ed Zuckerman
Mary Cunningham
Mary Kathryn Campbell
Mary Pigott
Maryanne Tagney & David Jones
Mason Thompson
MATE the Label
Matt & Jennie Shaw
Matt Knorr
Matt Teske
Matthew Carroll
Matthew Friedman
Matthew O’Brien
Matthew Place
Maura Fallon & Marc Gau
Maureen Peterson
Max Saxton
Maximo Videla
Maxwell Newfield
MCATs
McKinstry
Megan Greenfield
Megan Jablonski
Mei Yan Tse
Melanie Feifel
Melanie Tyler
Melissa Even
Meredith & Craig Shank
Meredith Connolly & Anthony Vigliotta
Metro (Oregon)
Meyer Memorial Trust
Michael & Francie Royce
Michael & Julie Mayer
Michael & Lisa Petrucelli
Michael Brockmann
Michael Diamond
Michael Kemp
Michael Mitchell
Michael O’Brien
Michael Shurgot
Michael Su
Michelle & Mark Levensky Connor
Michelle Banks
Michelle Connor
Michelle Helton-Cahall
Michelle Pineda
Michelle Tirhi
Michelle Woods
Microsoft
Microsoft Alumni Network
Microsoft Rewards (Give with Bing)
Miguel de Campos & Dawn Aiken
Miguel Perez-Gibson
Mike Conlan
Mike Halperin & Jodi Green
Mike Mann
Mike O’Brien
Mingjia Liu
Miranda Yarbrough
Molly & Glenn Seaverns
Molly King & Armand Rundquist
Monique Little
Morgan Stanley Global Impact
Funding Trust, donor advised
Moya Chew-Lai
Mr. Joseph Weisnewski
Ms. Nancy Johnson
N Sgambelluri
Najeeb Ahmed
Nakia Winfield
Nan Evans
Nan Noble
Nancy Peresta
Nancy Ritzenthaler & Al Odmark
Nancy Waits
Nanette Fok & Brad Tong
Nathan Ashcraft
Nathan Gaylinn
Nathaniel Batchelder
Nati Montoya

National Biodiesel Board
Nawaz Shareef Pinjari
Ned & Sis Hayes Family Fund of Oregon Community Foundation
Neil Koehler & Cindy Toy
Nicholas Manousos
Nick & Leslie Hanauer
Nick Utley
Nicole Naar
Nicole Stockdale
Nike, Inc.
Ninety-nine girlfriends
Ninort Youael
Nintendo
Nitin S Baliga & Janet Ceballos
Noor Awad
Norene Saldana
North Forty
Northwest Energy Efficiency Council (NEEC)
Nova Fallen
Olympia Federal Savings
OmTara
Events & Music

Oregon Community Foundation, donor advised
Oregon Solar Energy Industries Association
Oregon State Senator Jeff Golden
Owen Atkins & Jennifer Augé
Pacific Ethanol Inc
Page Atcheson
Paige Henchen
Pamela Rhodes
Paola Maranan
Parker Lindner
Pascal DeLaquil
Patricia Keegan
Patricia Kiyono
Patrick Eitenbichler
Patrick Ni
Patti Goldman

The joy of working together!
Savitha Reddy Pathi, Kara Harvin, Teresa Myers, Owen Atkins
The joy of wildflowers!
Meredith Connolly
The joy of excursions!
Ariana Ylvisaker

S. J. Jacky
Sage Kolle
Sage Timoteo
Sally DeSipio Hardwicke & Jack Hardwicke
Sam & Anne Miller
Sam Merrill
Sara & Mark Kranwinkle
Sara Curran
Sara Holman
Sara Khalili
Sara Kiesler
Sara Nelson
Sara Reyerson
Sarah Blumenthal
Sarah Peterson & Sophie Calderón
Sarah Severn
Sarah Wachs
Saskia de Jonge
Satterberg Foundation
Savitha Reddy Pathi
Schwab Charitable Fund, donor advised
Scott & Shelley Scheff
Scott Beetham
Scott Rhodes
Scott Richards
Scott Walters
Seamus Kelly
Sean Dolan
Sean Kilpatrick
Seattle Children’s
Seattle City Light
Seattle Foundation
Seattle Foundation, donor advised
Sequoia
SERA Architects
Sergio Alamilla
Shana Greene
Shannon Bailey
Shannon Sedgwick
Sharon & Jeff Kenyon
Sharon Doty
Sharon Wilson & Van Bobbitt
Shayli Volk
Sherry Richardson
Shira Smason-Marcus
Shirish Mulherkar
Shonsi Millertime
Shoshana Cohen
Siming Xu
Skanska
Sonia & Kendall Baker
Sonja Murray
Starfish Foundation
Stavrides Fund
Steffany & Lyman Neuslochter
Steph Ladroga
Stephanie Ellis-Smith
Stephanie Hitchcock
Stephanie Norton
Stephanie Ryan
Steve & Liann Sundquist
Steve Boyd & Sheryl Harmer
Steve Clem
Steve Olson
Steven Gary
Stew Henderson & Kathy Cox
Stolte Family Foundation
Stone Kaech
Sue Fountain
Suellen Mele
Sujay Krishna Suresh
Sukhbir Dadwal
Sundberg Kennedy Ly-Au Young Architects
Susan Anderson
Susan Betcher
Susan Bohlken
Susan Burnett
Susan Dorsch
Susan Gleason & Jonathan Lawson
Susan Gulick
Susan Jenkins & Steve Herndon
Susan Queary
Susan Takemoto & David Miller
Sustainable Business Consulting
Suzanne Dolberg
Suzanne Fetter
Sylvia Siegel
T.C. & Keith Richmond
Tableau
Tami Black
Taryn Schelin
Ted & Wendy Jones
Ted Sturdevant
Ted Whitesell
Tellumind Foundation
Teresa Hernandez
Teresa Myers & Dale Myers
Teri & Bare Trillo
Terri Carter
Terry Chiaradio
Terry Gardiner
The Nature Conservancy Washington
Thomas Fletcher
Thomas J Wright
Thomas Jones
Thomas Ward
Thomas Wheatley
TIAA Charitable, donor advised
Tim & Kathy Leach
Tim Hunter
Tim Miller & Kym Croft Miller
Timothy Misiak
T-Mobile
Toby Bright & Nancy Ward
Toby Crittenden
Toby Sinton
Todd Campbell
Todd Green & Jim Loder
Tom & Dorothy Atwood
Tom & Sally Reeve
Tom & Sonya Campion
Tomás Erickson
Tommy Mandel
Tonjia Borland
Total Quality Logistics
Toyota of Olympia
Tracy McDaniel
Treeline Foundation
Trevor Kostanich
Trillium Asset Management, LLC
Tyler E Frisbee
Tyler Tanigawa

The joy of family!
Teresa Myers and her mom, Lonnie
Tzeitel Hirni
Unico Properties
UNIQSO
United Way of Columbia-Willamette
United Way of Snohomish County
US Bank
Val Hitch
Valerie Cross
Vanguard Charitable, donor advised
Varun Karandikar
Venkatesh & Balaji Srinivas
Venkatesh Srinivas
Verity Credit Union
Vicki Harrington
Vulcan Inc.
Walker Kuch-Stanovsky
Walt Fangman
Walter Sive
Warren & Ingrid Fish
Washington County
Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife
Washington Environmental Council
Washington State University
Wayne Bartow Horvitz
Waypoint Consulting Group
Wendy Brown & George Wilhere
Wendy Owens
Wiancko Charitable Foundation
Will Affleck-Asch
Will Cassella
Will Gould
William Osmer
William Querdasi
William Steele
Wyncote Foundation NW
Yochi Zakai
YourCause - Blackbaud Giving Fund, donor advised
Zachariah Baker
Zosia Brown

MATCHING & WORKPLACE GIVING
Abbott Laboratories - EGC
Adidas
Airbnb
American Express
Apple
Bank of the West
Beneficial State Bank
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Boeing
The Brainerd Foundation
Cambia
Cargill
CDK Global
Ecotope
F5 Networks
First Technology Federal Credit Union
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Getty Images
Google
Guggenheim Partners, LLC
HERE
Hewlett Packard
Indeed
JP Morgan
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Juniper Networks
JUUL Labs
Kaiser Foundation
Lamb Weston
Liberty Mutual
McKinstry
Metro
Microsoft
Microsoft Rewards (Give with Bing)
Morgan Stanley
Nike, Inc.
Nintendo
North Forty
Premera Blue Cross
Prudential
PwC
Salesforce
Swinerton
Tableau
T-Mobile
Total Quality Logistics
US Bank
Ventana Medical Systems
Wells Fargo
A tribute donation offers you a thoughtful way to celebrate a loved one, organization, or occasion while contributing to our vision to one day live in a thriving, equitable Northwest powered by clean energy.
Alan Ness, in memory of Chris Hernan
Alison Wiley, in honor of Jean Wiley
Alli Burton, in honor of Ernetine Cheha
Amanda Chadwick, in honor of Erin Spiegel
Amy Hutchins, in honor of Savi Pathi
Anonymous, in honor of Grandma Ruth
Anonymous, in honor of Steve Sundquist
Anthony Vigliotta, in honor of Meredith Connolly
Barbara J Ruben, in honor of Jeff Hammarlund
Barbara Schwartz & Tom Moore, in honor of KC Golden
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Aidan Bernard
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Amelia Stange
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Andy vonBereghy
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Haley Bernard
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Jack vonBereghy
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Ryan vonBereghy
Bill & Julie Young, in honor of Wyatt vonBereghy
Brad Harris, in honor of Michael Armstrong
Carol Rockhill, in honor of Tyler Rockhill & Corinne Horner
Chris Parta, in memory of Gordy Askew
Christine Garst, in memory of Sam Garst
Cynthia Schuyler Lavoie, in honor of Denis Lavoie
Diana Gilley, in memory of George Mattos
Doris & Janice Lee, in honor of Jon & Rach Gates
Elaine Scott, in honor of Gene Myers
Elaine Scott, in honor of Sue & Paull Rosillo
Esther Schwartz, in honor of Gloria Brown
Gary Lindstrom, in honor of Joëlle Robinson
Ginger Goble-Van Diest, in honor of Joëlle & Atticus Robinson
Greg Dirks & Nancy E. McHenry Dirks, in honor of Jessie Dirks
Jacob Keith, in honor of Megan Boice
Jae Easterbrooks, in memory of Judy Easterbrooks
Jean Petrucelli, in honor of Teresa Myers
Jeanne & Jim Haster, in honor of Kathy Washienko
Jennifer Ewing, in honor of Max Thiel
Jennifer Gonzales, in honor of Savitha Pathi
Jess Green, in honor of Jonathan Lawson
Joan Schrammeck, in honor of Henry Wyatt’s 21st Birthday
John Haskin, in honor of Steve Sundquist
John Schmidt, in memory of Hazel Schmidt
Kelli Turner, in memory of Julie (my dog) Turner
Kimberly & Harvey Bowen, in honor of Owen Atkins
Kyle Cruver, in honor of Corinne Cruver
Marjorie Wenrich, in memory of Chis Tapping

The joy of rivers!
Sarah Jaynes and Gregg Small

The joy of togetherness!
Rose, Cassie, and Vlad Gutman-Britten
Mary Berman, in honor of Annika Berman
Mary Kathryn Campbell, in honor of Michael Campbell
Max Saxton, in honor of Melanie Cauble
Melissa Even, in honor of Jeffrey, Alicia, Marilyn Even, Gisser
Michelle & Mark Levensky Connor, in honor of Steve Sundquist
Michelle Tirhi, in honor of Marguerite Shannon
Nathaniel Batchelder, in honor of Susan Plimpton
Owen Atkins & Jennifer Augé, in memory of Ivan the Gorilla
Paul Joseph Brown & Lisa Mennett, in honor of Eleanor Brown
Rebecca Kenney, in honor of David Kenney
Sean Dolan, in honor of Caroline Dolan
Shira Smason-Marcus, in honor of Isaac Levin
Susan Gleason & Jonathan Lawson, in honor of Joëlle Robinson
Sylvia Siegel, in honor of Anna Montalti
Teresa & Dale Myers, in honor of Lonnie Petrucelli
Thomas Fletcher, in honor of Eugene & Violet Fletcher
Tommy Mandel, in honor of John Petrucelli
Valerie Cross, in honor of Theodore Cross
Verity Credit Union, in honor of Gregg Small

The joy of the mountains!
Brian and Anne Emanuels
Long before Ivan the Gorilla was a children’s book and Disney character, he was a real-life gorilla that lived down the street from me during my childhood in Tacoma. Although I have many fond memories of Ivan and his amazing personality, most of his life was spent in a sad, depressing cage in a shopping center. But thanks to the determination of a group of local advocates and scientists, Ivan found a new home at Zoo Atlanta, where he lived a much healthier, happier life. I made a donation in Ivan’s memory to honor his perseverance, but also to honor the spirit of activism that helped make his life better.

—Owen Atkins, Climate Solutions Grants Manager, on the inspiration for his tribute donation to our organization.
financials

sources of revenue (FY 2020)

- Individual Gifts: $2,178,891 (48.8%)
- Foundations: $2,129,435 (47.6%)
- Corporate & Sponsorships: $155,057 (3.5%)
- Interest & Other: $6,086 (0.1%)

Total income - $4,469,469
The financial statements of Climate Solutions as of December 31, 2020 were audited by the independent certified account firm, Jones & Associates, LLC. The above are financial highlights. The audited financial statements are available on our website and by request to info@climatesolutions.org.

** allocation of program funds (FY 2020)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$2,923,126</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$499,530</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$444,932</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total expenses - $3,867,588**

**net assets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in Net Assets</td>
<td>$601,881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets at the Beginning of 2020</td>
<td>$1,437,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets at the End of 2020</td>
<td>$2,039,725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accelerating the transition
to our clean energy future
climate 
solutions